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Governing the Workplace 2009-06-01
labor lawyer paul weiler examines the social and economic
changes that have profoundly altered the legal framework of the
employment relationship he not only discusses a wide range of
issues from wrongful dismissal to mandatory drug testing and
pay equity but he also develops a blueprint for the reconstruction
of the law of the workplace especially designed to give american
workers more effective representation

Growth of Labor Law in the United
States 1967
study of historical aspects of development of the labour code in
the usa comprises comments on the enactment of state and
federal labour legislation and refers in particular to legislation in
respect of child labour labour standards occupational health
occupational safety disability benefits unemployment benefit
equal pay work at home discrimination in employment labour
relations etc ilo mentioned and references

Labor Law and Practice in Japan 1970
general study of japan with particular reference to work matters
and designed as a guide for us businessmen who may be
employing local workers in the country covers geographical
aspects economic implications and political aspects cultural
factors labour force employment policy labour administration
labour relations working conditions the wage payment system
social security etc and comments on labour legislation ilo
mentioned bibliography pp 63 and 64 map and statistical tables

Labour Law in an Era of Globalization
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2004
throughout the industrial world the discipline of labor law has
fallen into deep philosophical and policy crisis at the same time
as new theoretical approaches make it a field of considerable
intellectual ferment modern labor law evolved in a symbiotic
relationship with a postwar institutional and policy agenda the
social economic and political underpinnings of which have
gradually eroded in the context of accelerating international
economic integration and wage competition these essays which
are the product of a transnational comparative dialog among
academics and practitioners in labor law and related legal fields
including social security immigration trade and development
identify analyze and respond to some of the conceptual and
policy challenges posed by globalization

An Introduction to Labor Law, Third
Edition 2014-03-04
an introduction to labor law is a useful and course tested primer
that explains the basic principles of the federal law regulating
the relationship of employers to labor unions in this updated
third edition which features a new introduction michael evan
gold discusses the law that applies to union organizing and
representation elections the duty to bargain in good faith
economic weapons such as strikes and lockouts and the
enforcement of collective bargaining agreements gold describes
the structure and functions of the national labor relations board
and of the federal courts in regard to labor cases and also
presents a number of legal issues presently in contention
between labor and management

Labor Laws and Their Administration
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1949
this book prepares students for the practice of labor law in the
contemporary workplace by introducing them to the basic
principles of american labor law and many of the exciting issues
that labor attorneys face the book varies from existing casebooks
in several respects first the book is organized around
contemporary problems as a means of teaching the core
principles of labor law second although the primary focus of the
book is the national labor relations act considerable attention is
given to the railway labor act and public sector labor laws
because of their growing relative importance in contemporary
practice third the book examines the intersection of the practice
of labor law with anti discrimination laws the fair labor standards
act the family and medical leave act the employee retirement
income security act and the occupational safety and health act
finally the book examines the problems of labor practice in the
global economy and includes examples that touc

Labor Law in the Contemporary
Workplace 2009
derived from the renowned multi volume international
encyclopaedia of laws this monograph on the usa not only
describes and analyses the legal aspects of labour relations but
also examines labour relations practices and developing trends it
provides a survey of the subject that is both usefully brief and
sufficiently detailed to answer most questions likely to arise in
any pertinent legal setting both individual and collective labour
relations are covered in ample detail with attention to such
underlying and pervasive factors as employment contracts
suspension of the contracts dismissal laws and covenant of non
competition as well as international private law the author
describes all important details of the law governing hours and
wages benefits intellectual property implications trade union
activity employers associations workers participation collective
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bargaining industrial disputes and much more building on a clear
overview of labour law and labour relations the book offers
practical guidance on which sound preliminary decisions may be
based it will find a ready readership among lawyers representing
parties with interests in the usa and academics and researchers
will appreciate its value in the study of comparative trends in
laws affecting labour and labour relations

Labour Law in the USA 2018-04-23
labor and employment law in the united states is a unique and
important treatise that in a single concise text covers all aspects
of the law of work both in organized and unorganized workplaces
it surveys the full range of legal principles and statutory and
administrative structures and procedures that govern
employment relations additionally it provides essential
background information that places the law in context with the
economic political and social forces which shape its development
labor and employment law in the united states is a complete
revision of professor goldman s earlier treatise labor law and
industrial relations in the u s a the title change reflects the
impact of developments in the law of the workplace during the
past decade and a half with the resulting expansion of the
treatise s coverage of the law and individual employment
contracts as well as examination of new federal legislation such
as the american with disabilities act the family and medical leave
act and the plant closing act warn labor and employment law in
the united states will serve equally well as a desk reference for
lawyers and labor relations specialists and as a text for courses
in industrial relations human resources and training programs
this treatise was originally published as part of the international
encyclopaedia for labour law and industrial relations

Brief Outline of Labor Law
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Development in the United States 1964
labor law analysis and advocacy presents in detail but within a
single volume the interpretation of the national labor relations
act as developed by the federal courts and the national labor
relations board the book explores the pertinent legal rules as
currently interpreted and applied as well as the evolution and
underlying purposes of the rules the persuasiveness of the court
and nlrb decisions and the significant open issues a unique and
important feature is the treatment of matters of practice
procedure and strategy that are of importance to the practicing
attorney whether representing management labor employees or
the government practice tips are interspersed throughout as
advocate practice points translating the legal rules into advice
and strategies these tips address the practicalities of labor law
and set forth thoughtful advice for use in common real life
situations from the perspective of both labor and management
labor law analysis and advocacy is largely derived from a treatise
in the hornbook series west publishing co written initially in
1976 by professor gorman and revised by professors gorman and
finkin in 2004 the principal audiences for this publication are
both generalist and specialist practitioners ranging from those
interested in an introduction to basic labor law principles to
those interested in the specifics of their application whether
presenting cases before courts or the nlrb or advising clients
about concerted activities or collective bargaining labor law
analysis and advocacy is also of value to federal judges and their
law clerks and to students doing basic or advanced study in labor
law

The Future of Labor Law 1988
whether you are a supervisor a business owner or an hr
professional it is essential that you understand the laws and rules
governing how one treats employees and interacts with unions in
a comprehensive and accessible format labor law a basic guide to
the national labor relations act provides a practice oriented
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foundation on labor law the book sheds light on one of america s
most important laws and one which is also perhaps the most
misunderstood this book presents an overview of labor and
employment laws such that managers may understand their
rights as employers as well and their employees rights it covers
an introduction to the topic of labor and employment law as well
as a brief history within the united states other chapters deal
with unions and union relations collective bargaining agreements
grievances labor arbitration unfair labor practice proceedings
and strikes and lockouts the author does not focus on complex
regulations and convoluted case law but distills them to reveal
the essence of the nlra and how it works as important as it is at
times labor law can seem counter intuitive written by a highly
experienced labor lawyer this book contains concise explanations
in an easy to use format clearly delineating a process that can be
fraught with traps for the unwary it supplies a quick reference
that can be used in a crisis situation to understand the
parameters of what you can and cannot do

Labor and Employment Law in the
United States 1996-09-05
this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original
due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks
notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this
work is culturally important we have made it available as part of
our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the
world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that
are true to the original work

Foundations of Labor and Employment
Law 2006
the shifting nature of employment practice towards the use of
more precarious work forms has caused a crisis in classical
labour law and engendered a new wave of regulation this timely
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book deftly uses this crisis as an opportunity to explore the
notion of precariousness or vulnerability in employment
relationships arguing that the idea of vulnerability has been
under theorised in the labour law literature lisa rodgers
illustrates how this extends to the design of regulation for
precarious work the book s logical structure situates
vulnerability in its developmental context before moving on to
examine the goals of the regulation of labour law for
vulnerability its current status in the law and case studies of
vulnerability such as temporary agency work and domestic work
these threads are astutely drawn together to show the need for a
shift in focus towards workers as vulnerable subjects in all their
complexity in order to better inform labour law policy and
practice more generally constructively critical labour law
vulnerability and the regulation of precarious work will prove
invaluable to students and scholars of labour and employment
law at local eu and international levels with its challenge to
orthodox thinking and proposals for the improvement of the
regulation of labour law labour law institutions will also find this
book of great interest and value

Labor Law and Practice in the Kingdom
of Greece 1968
new authors michael harper and samuel estreicher tackle the
tough questions central to a modern course in labor law in this
extensive revision of bernard meltzer and stanley henderson s
long respected casebook labor law cases materials and problems
retaining a rigorous analytical focus on the arguments lawyers
make before the nlrb in courts and in congress the fourth edition
will challenge your students with questions such as why have
unions in private firms declined from 35 percent of american
workers in the 1950s to less than 12 percent today new features
include pervasive integration of law and policy greater emphasis
on issues of labor law reform new chapters on labor economics
and labor theory new narratives notes and questions throughout
a better balance between regulatory and deregulatory and labor
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management and individual worker perspectives to help your
students better understand the material the new co authors pay
particual attention to the accessibility of this new edition through
streamlined editing of cases enhanced textual explanations of
economics and comparative law materials captions for all note
material explanations of note cases frequent references to
theoretical and empirical debates in the academic literature
carefull treatment of the evolution of labor law doctrine

Labor Law and Practice in Thailand
1964
the labour laws of european democracies all underwent major
transformations in the seven decades after the second world war
following reconstruction these laws became an essential element
in the building of welfare states in the 1980s and 1990s they
were the target of neo liberal deregulation and at the beginning
of the 21st century new flexible labour laws have attempted to
integrate economic and social policy this book a sequel to the
making of labour law in europe a comparative study of nine
countries up to 1945 ed b hepple compares the similarities and
differences in the ways in which eu member states reflected and
shaped these general developments in the context of economic
social and political changes over the period 1945 2004 note the
publishers are issuing a reprint of the first volume the making of
labour law in europe a comparative study of nine countries up to
1945 to coincide with publication of the sequel the great strength
of the collection is on the focus on context with chapters looking
at developments in labour market trends and structures of
worker represntation

Labor Law Analysis and Advocacy
2013-07-03
now in its sixth edition labor law cases materials and problems
offers students a modern analytically rigorous and practical
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approach to the issues and challenges of labor law and labor
policy written by well known scholars in the field this

Labor Law and Practice in Argentina
[prepared by Robert C. Hayes and
Norene A. Halvonik]. 1969
this comprehensive legal reference book provides a detailed
overview of labor law in new york state including the industrial
code and workmen s compensation law it includes amendments
additions and annotations up to 1915 making it a valuable
resource for lawyers scholars and anyone interested in the
history of labor and employment law this work has been selected
by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant

Growth of Labor Law in the United
States 1962
this one volume concise treatise on labor law explains the
analytical structure that governs how employees form workplace
organizations and bargain over the terms and conditions of
employment it covers new forms of labor organizing such as the
corporate campaign card check neutrality agreements and
worker centers it is designed to complement leading labor law
casebooks with analysis of the principal decisions context and
social justice policy it reflects decisional and other developments
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through august 2019

Labor Law 2016
this text is designed to give business professionals a complete
grasp of labor and employment law topics include the national
labor relations act contract negotiations strikes unfair labor
practices grievances and federal and state employment law

Handbook to the Labor Law of the
United States (1896) 2008-06-01
study of judicial decisions taken under labour law in the usa in
the context of their underlying value system comments on the
implementation of such labour legislation as the national labour
relations act and the wagner act of 1935 covers the right to
strike labour disputes management control conditions of
employment labour contracts collective bargaining and
management attitudes references

The fundamentals of labor law 1919
modern labor law in the private and public sectors is a casebook
that presents a truly modern approach to labor law in the united
states modern labor law incorporates two modern trends in labor
law the shift of union density from the private sector to the
public sector and the growth of organizing outside the nlra
process during the course of writing the authors have continued
to update the content to reflect the changes in public sector
labor laws in several states and the new debates over policy each
chapter begins with cases and materials relating to private
sector workers and also includes materials relating to the same
issue in the context of public sector employment this book
incorporates both these modern trends so that students entering
the practice of labor law on the side of unions employers or
government agencies will understand what they are likely to
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encounter this book is structured around the life cycles of the
organizing and collective bargaining processes the first part of
this casebook provides a history of labor relations in the united
states and the coverage of labor statutes in the private and
public sectors it then moves to organizing and collective worker
protests with one chapter mostly dedicated to modern
alternatives to traditional union organizing and other chapters
explaining the traditional labor law protections for worker
protests this part also explores why and how the law of public
sector labor relations developed so much later and in many ways
so differently than private sector law the bulk of the rest of the
book studies the life cycle of unions collective bargaining strikes
economic weapons and impasse resolution in the public sector
contract administration and secondary activity and related
actions it concludes with three chapters that examine the rights
of individual workers within their unions bargaining relationships
in transition successorship and preemption

Labor Laws and Their Administration
1938
description coming soon

Labor Problems and Labor Law 1896

Handbook to the Labor Law of the
United States 2016-03-25

Labour Law, Vulnerability and the
Regulation of Precarious Work 1954
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Rōdō roppō zensho 1996

Labor Law 2009-09-02

The Transformation of Labour Law in
Europe 2007

Labor Law 2023-07-18

The Labor Law, The Industrial Code,
The Workmen's Compensation Law
2020-01-31

Labor Law 1977

The Developing Labor Law 1992

The Developing Labor Law 1999

Employment and Labor Law 1916

Principles of Labor Legislation 1926
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Studies on the Elements of Labor Law
1921

The International Protection of Labor
1983

Values and Assumptions in American
Labor Law 2013-06

Modern Labor Law in the Private and
Public Sectors 2022-07-06

Labor Law in a Nutshell 1999

The Labor Law Source Book
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